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The asymptotic estimate of the solution y(t) of linear difference equations with 
almost constant coefficients and the condition of asymptotic equivalence between 
y(t) and y,(t) are given, where y,,(t) is the corresponding solution of linear equations 
with constant coefficients. A brief and elementary proof of the results is presented. 
The method of proof carries over to differential equations in which some similar 
results are stated. 
This paper is concerned with the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 
linear difference equations with almost constant coefficients, i.e., equations 
having the form 
YO + 1) = WI +~w)Yw, t = 0, 1, 2,.., (A) 
where y is an n-vector, A, is a constant n X n matrix, A(t) = (a,(t)) is an 
n x n matrix approaching the zero matrix as I + m. The problem was 
studied by Poincare [ 11, Perron [2], and Splth [3]. Equations of this type 
are called Poincari-type equations. For a scalar Poincare-type equation of 
order n, 
z(t + n) + (a, + al(t)) z(t + n - 1) + ... + (a, -t a,(t)) z(t) = 0, 
t = 0, 1, 2 )..., (a> 
Gel’fond and Kubenskaya [4] established the following result: If 
nEzI (d-A,) = ;1”+a,A”-‘+--.+a, = 0, p, = IA,), p, > p2 > ... 
> Pn > 0, la&l G W), 40) > 0, lim,,, 4(t) = 0, N + 1) G C>, 
lim I+oo d(t + 1)/#(t) = 1, then, to each v, v = 1, 2 ,..., n, there corresponds a 
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solution z,(t) of (a) such that z,(t + 1)/z,.(t) = A,, + O@(t)). Further, if 
c” 4(t) < co, then the following formulas hold: 
Z”(f) = 2; + WNW) as t-co, (a*) 
where w(t) = C,“=, Q(7). 
Evgrafov [5] and Coffman [6] gave some generalizations and refinements 
of the above result except with different asymptotic estimates which, in 
general, do not imply formula (a*). For example, the asymptotic estimates in 
[6] have the form ]I r(t) - yO(t)]] = O(YpE), where y(t) is a solution of system 
(A) and yO(t) is a solution of the corresponding system ~(f + 1) = A, y(t) 
with constant coefficients, a is a constant and p, is the modulus of the eigen- 
value 1, of A,. 
One of the purposes of this paper is to present some further refinements of 
the above results for Poincare-type system (A), so that the asymptotic 
estimates have the form ]( v(t) -ye(t)]] = O@‘,v(t)), where v(t) is some 
function related closely to the majorant of ]/A(t)]]. More accurate estimates 
than the ones in [4-61 are obtained. For instance, it is possible to have 
estimates such as O@Lwh ta lnst), O(piwbta lnst(ln ln’t))‘),..., under some 
appropriate assumptions, where 0 < w0 < 1, a, /3, y,... are some constants. 
More specifically, if the first estimate holds for a, /3 negative numbers, the 
results given by [4-61 were O@:tU’ lns’t), O@i,), and O@f,Y’), respectively, 
under the same assumptions, where a’ = a, /I’ = b when wg = 1, and a’, /3’ 
are arbitrary negative numbers when 0 < w,, < 1. In particular, the 
conditions that p, < 1 are not required (as in 161) to have 
II Y(t) - YdOll = O(l) i our more precise estimate is used. Most of the prin- f 
cipal results of [ 61 can be considered similarly to get analogous refinements. 
However, we concentrate on the Poincare-type systems since our method of 
proof of the results given here for these cases is brief and elementary. To 
present this method of proof is our other intention. 
The method of proof carries over to differential equations. We state later 
some refinements and complements to ones given by Levinson [ 71, and 
Hartman and Wintner [8]. 
To facilitate the statement of the results, we introduce some notation. We 
say a function 4(t), t = 0, 1,2 ,..., belongs to the class M(u) if 4(t) > 0 and 
there is an w  in R, 0 <w < 1, such that lim,,, Q(t + 1)/#(t) = w. For a 
given set of real numbers pi > p2 > a.. > p, > 0, p = @r , p2 ,..., p,) and Q in 
M(o), we say (4, w) belongs to the case d@) if either w  = 1 or 0 < w  < 1 
and there are integers 1 < r ( s < n such that w  = p,/p,. We say (4, o) does 
not belong to d@) if 0 < w  ( 1 and o # p,/p, for 1 < r < s < n. This case 
will be indicated by “otherwise” in which case there will be no additional 
restrictions being imposed on 4. 
Let us consider the most basic case in which A, is an IZ X n diagonal 
matrix. 
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THEOREM I. Let A, = diag(4, ,..., &,), pi = j&i, p, >pz > ..e >p,, > 0, 
P = @, 5 PZY.3 PA ai(f) = CJ”= 1 I afj(fl 7 and suppose there are functions $i in 
M(w,) such that a,(t) <g,(t), i= 1,2,..., n. In addition, suppose 
Cm #i(t) CO;’ < az if (&, oi) is in A@), i = 1,2 ,..., n. Then there e;uist n 
linear Ly independent solutions of (A), yfk’(t) = (yik’(t),..., y:‘(f)), 
k = I, 2,..., n, SUCK that ylk’(t) = 11:(6,, + yik’(t)), where 6, = 0 if i f: k, 
Bik= 1 lyf=k and, as t-+ CD, 
Proof. For fixed k, 1 < k < n, we consider the system 
yi(t) = BikA.i - fJ A:-‘-’ f Uij(7)yj(7), 
r=t j=J 
for i E I = {i: pj > WiPk}, 
(2.1) 
t-1 
vi(t) = C At-‘-’ 2 LZij(t)yj(7), 
r=tO j=J 
for i E II = fi: pi < wipk] 
(2.2) 
One can verify directly that, if y(t) = (y,(t),..., y,(t)) satisfies (2), then it is 
a solution of (A). We now use the method of successive approximations to 
prove the existence of the y(t) satisfying (2). 
Let y!“‘(f) = si,4L and replace yi in the right side of (2) by JJ!“‘(~) to get 
y!“(t). Then using the y:“(t) in the right side of (2), we get #‘(t), etc. Let 
dyim’(t) = y:“‘(f) - yim- *j(t), m = 0, 1, 2,..., where $“(t> = 0. Thus, we 
have 
For Qi, wi) E d@) the assumption 2” ii(t) w;’ < cg implies for N0 $ p; ‘, 
that there is a I, such that 
f q$(r) w;r < l/N,. (4) 
kl 
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From the definition of yj”(t), one has IAyj”‘(t)l <pi. If we assume 
Pyjrn- “WI < WOP,) - w-‘) pi, .then (3) and (4) imply that 
pJp(f)J < (N,p,)-‘“-l’p:-‘w:-‘~ #/(‘)w;‘< (Nop/omp:, iE I, 
(5.1) 
t-1 
IAy,!“‘(t)l < (NoP/o-(m-l) p:-lW:-’ x #i(Z) 0;’ < (NOpk)-m p:, i E II. 
to 
(5.2) 
Thus, (5) is valid for m = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
The series CF &j”‘(t) is obviously convergent with the sum yi(t) of the 
series satisfying (2) and 
(6) 
Similarly, we can show the existence of the vi(t) satisfying (2) for the case 
0 < oi < 1 and q #p,/p,. I < r < s ,< n. Moreover, we have vi(t) = O@L). 
If 
u,(t) = - ~ nl-'-' ~ Uij(r)yj(r), iE I, 
T=t j=l 
f-l 
U,(f) = C /I-‘-’ i Uij(r)yj(T), i E II, 
1’10 j=l 
then we have, for i E I, 
where c > 0 is a constant. 
If pi > pkai, it is easy to show that 
di(r>/$i(f) = PJ@i - Pk @i) > 0. 
Therefore, we obtain 
for pi > pkwil 
i.e., 
O,<q<l and wi ( PilP!i * (8.1) 
(7) 
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For pi = pkui, relation (7) implies 
In the case of i E II, i.e., pi < pkO/, we have 
f-1 
I vi(t>l < cP:#i(r) ; 17i(s)/Vi(t), (9) 
where Vi(t) = #i(f)@JPi)‘* 
Since lim r+a, ri(t + 1)/q,(t) = p,oi/pi > 1, the function vi(t) for large t is 
strictly monotone increasing and approaches infinity as t -+ co. From the 
Stolz theorem (see, e.g., G. M. Fichtengoltz, “Course of Differential and 
Integral, V.I.” (Russian)), we have 
= Pi/@kwi -Pi> > O 
and, therefore, from (9) 
iE II. (10) 
Formulas (8) and (10) imply the assertion of the theorem. 
COROLLARY i. Suppose there is an n x n constant matrix T such that 
T-‘A,T = B = diag(L,,...,&,), pi = JAiJ, pi > pz > *** > Pn > 0, /J = 
@, , p2 ,..., p,), A(t) = (a,(t)), ai = Xi”= I 1 a,(t)1 , and suppose there is a real 
number co,, and a function q& E M(u,) such that ai < #Jr), i = 1, 2,..., n. In 
addition, C” &Jt) 0,’ < a3 if (q$, q,) E A@). Then there exist n linearly 
independent solutions of (A), 
y’k’(t) = i#2’k’ + y’“‘(t)], k = 1, 2 ,..., n, (11) 
where the Ctk’ are constant vectors satisfying A,Cck’ = lkCck’, such that, as 
t-co, 
V/‘k’(t) = (ly;k’(t),..., l//;k’(t)); 
u/;k’(t) = 0 ( co; 2 4,(r) co;+ if (h,, 00) E A@), r=t 
= WOO)>~ otherwise. 
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The Corollary for the scalar difference equation (a) not only refines 
directly the latter half of the above result of Gel’fond-Kubenskaya, but also 
gives an accurate estimate of the O(1) term of (12) in the following theorem 
of Evgrafov [5] (also see Coffman [6, Theorem 10.1 I): 
THEOREM (Evgrafov). If the characteristic equation 0(l) = A” + 
. . . + a = 0 of (a) has n distinct nonzero roots A,, A>,..., 1 . 
2yLii)I ( 03 jbr k = 1, 2 ,..., n, then, for each k = 1, 2 ,..., n, (a) has “d 
solution zJt) satisfying 
ZJf) = n:(l + 0( 1)) as t-m. (12) 
Now we consider the case where A, in the system (A) is a general Jordan 
canonical form. Suppose A, consists of q diagonal blocks and 1(l), 
d(2),..., I(q) are the eigenvalues of the blocks of A,. Let p(i) = /l(i)/, 
P(l) >PP(2) > **’ >p(q) > 0. Let the components of the vector Y be indexed 
so that (A) can be written in the following form: y = (y’,..., y”), with the 
dimensions of y” equal to h(v), h(l) + h(2) + *se + h(v) = n and 
y”(f + 1) = J(v) y”(t) + : A (v, Pu, t) y”(t), 
u=l 
v = l)..., q, (A,) 
where A(v,p, t) is an h(v) x h(a) matrix. Let 
y”(f) = [J(v)]’ A-‘(v) X”(f), (13) 
i.e., if y" = (y”‘,..., yr'*(")), x1’ = (xl" ,..., PC”)), then 
y"k(t) = 2 C,,,-ip+i(v)X~‘i, k = 1, 2 ,..., h(v), v = 1, L.., q, 
i= I 
where 
c. , kpi = t!/(k - i)! (t - k + i)!. 
Then, the system (A) (or (A,)) is transformed to the form 
xl’(t + 1) = l(v) xl’(t) + 9 B(v,p, t) x”(t), 
@=I 
B(v,p, t)=n’+‘(V)[J(V)J-‘-‘A(v,p, t)[J(u)I’A-yu). (Ad 
The autonomous part of (A,) has a diagonal matrix and the previous results 
can be applied. 
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Denote 
h* = max(h(l),..., h(q)) 
and 
I’+‘(v)[J(v)l-‘-’ = (rkr(t), k,,u = 1,2,..., h(v))), 
where 
rk@w = (-l)k-” Ck&U+,,,~u-k(V), 
= 0, 
k 2~. 
k </I. (14) 
Let the components of A(v,p, t), B(v,p, t) be denoted, respectively, by 
cZ,~,~(C>, bvkfij(t)* If we assume a,*(t) = Cz = I C,“3 I auk,j(t)l < #,.(tX 
k = 1, 2 ,..., h(v), then we have (from C,.,-i = O(tk-” and C,-,+,,, = O(t”-“) 
ast+co) 
hu*k(t) = ~ ‘~ 1 b”k~j(t)l = O(th* +k-2~,(t)), 
u=l j=l 
k = 1, 2 ,..., h(v). 
Thus, we have Theorem II and Corollary ii as consequences of Theorem I 
and Corollary i. 
THEOREM II. Suppose there are functions 4, in M(w,) such that 
a,,(t) < f&(t), v = 1, 2,..., q; cm th*+h(“)-2)“(y) w;’ < 03 if @“, wt,) E fib), 
where p = (p(l),..., p(q)). Then there exist n linearly independent solutions of 
(A,), y(“j’ , j = 1, 2 ,..., h(u), ,u = 1, 2 ,..., q, y”‘j’j’ = (~(~j)“~, k = 1, 2 ,..., h(v), 
v = 1, 2,..., q) such that 
Y (pj)ok(t) = B”k,rcj 5 c I,k-i~‘-ktiOl) + n’Cu) VI’Uj”‘k(f), 
i=l 




(uiNyt) = 0 o: C gh,+k-2 
T=, 
= O(t “*+k-2#,(t)>, 
if to,, w,) E 41, (15.1) 
otherwise. (15.2) 
For the general system (A), one can always transform the system to a 
Jordan canonical form. Applying Corollary i to system (A*), one obtains 
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COROLLARY ii. Suppose the functions ai are defined as in Theorem I, 
P = @Cl L P(4)) are defined as above, and there is a real number w,, and a 
function Q. E M(w,) such that a,(t) < q&(t), i = 1, 2,..., n. Suppose 
cm P* -“q&(t) w,’ < a3 if (f&, w,,) E A@). If>),(t) # 0 is a solution of the 
linear constant system y(t + 1) = A, y(t) such that lim,,, 11 y”(t)/1 “I = p,, for 
some p,,, then system (A) has a solution y(t) satisfying 
II Y(f) -Y&II = WV(t)) as t-+oC), 
where 
If(t) = 0; f F* - 1)&(r) uy, if Ml 7 %> E aP)Y (16.1) 
= p*’ l’&)(t), otherwise. (16.2) 
The above asymptotic estimates often can be reduced to some simpler 
forms. For instance, if h* = 1, o0 = 1, and C” tn In” t#(t) < co, where /I is 
some real number when a > 0, and /I > 0 when a = 0, then formula (16.1) 
can be reduced to the form of I( Y(t) - YJt)ll = O@‘teu In4 t) since 
ta In9 C,” b(r) (< C,” ra ln4 t+(t)) = 0( 1) as t -+ co. 
It can be seen by simple examples that the assertions of the above 
theorems (corollaries) will not be valid if the conditions of the theorems 
(corollaries) are not satisfted. In particular, the following example shows 
that, for Corollary i, the condition ai < q&,(t), i = 1, 2,..., n, for q& E M(q) 
with (lo, WJ Ed@) cannot be refined as the condition ai < g,(t), for any 
functions #i which are upper bounds for the a, and satisfy tii E M(w,.) with 
(pi, Ui) E A@), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Corresponding examples can be given for the 
situations in Theorem 2 and Corollary ii. 
Consider the system 
y(t + l)= 
i 
(2’t In2 t)-I 1 - (2’tln2 t)-’ 
-2 + (292))’ 3 - (2’t2)-’ Y(f)? t = 1, 2, 3 ,..., (A) 
In this case, I, = 2 =p,, A2 = 1 =p2, a,(t)= (2’-‘t In2 t)-‘, az(t)= 
(2t-‘t2)-‘. If we let #i(t) = ai( then oi E M(wJ, oi = f =p2/p,, i = 1, 2. 
Thus, (#iv oi) Ed@) re q uires that C” #i(t) 2’ < 03, which is satisfied. If 
y = (yI, y2), x = (x,, x,), y, =x, +x,, yz = 2x, +x2, then x satisfies the 
system 
x(t+ l)= 2 + (2’t In2 t)-’ - (2(t2)-’ (2’-‘t In2 Q-1 + (292)-l t = 1, 2, 3 ,.... (B) 
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From the first equation of (B) one can obtain 
t-1 
x,(t) = x,(l) n [2 + (2’r ln* r)-’ - (2’t*)-‘1 
r=l 
=x,(l) 2’-’ exp ~~-~~)ln~l+(2”lrln’r)-‘-(2’+‘~‘)-’]j. 
Ifx,(l)#O, we have 
x,(t)-x,(I)eQ2’-’ 
i 
I - T7 ln[l + (2’+‘rln* 5))’ - (2’+‘r*)-‘] 
,zt 
as t-+a2, 
where c, = CF ln[ 1 f (2’+ ‘5 In* t))’ - (2’+ It’)-’ ] is a constant. 
Since 
@O+P ‘+ ‘5 ln’r)) ’ - (2 ‘+‘r*)-‘1 < z (2’+‘rln* r)-’ r=t 
< 2-’ 5 (t In’ 5)-l, 
T=t 
we obtain the first component of a solution of (B) by choosing x,(l), 
x\‘)(t) = 2’ + q’(t), (\“(t)= 0 
( 
2 (rln’ r)-I), as t-03. 
r=t 
Substituting the x\“(t) into the second equation of (B), it is easy to verify 
that the following function xl”(t) satisfies this equation: 
x$‘)(t) = fj [(2’-‘r ln’ 5)-l - (2’r2)-‘1 xl”(r) 
r=t 
= F (22-I In-* r - t-*)(1 -t 2-‘<\“(r)). 
r=t 
Therefore, we have xi”(t) = O(C,“,t (r In2 5))‘) and one solution x(I) = 
(xl”, xi”) of (B). 
Clearly, x’*‘(t) = (0, l)T is a solution of (B) and it is linearly independent 
of x”‘(t). Thus, we obtain a fundamental solution of (B) as 
x(t) = ( 2’ + 5\‘)(t) 0 1 g’(t) 1 ’ 
where <i”(t) = O(CFzt (r In* t)-‘) as t * co, i= 1, 2. 
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Returning to system (A), we obtain the following fundamental solution 
YW = c 2’(1 + yp(t>> 1 2’(2 + l&‘(t)) 1 1 ’ 
where tyt”(t) = (<i”(t) + <i”(t)) 2-l; V$“(t) = (2<\“(t) t ‘-f!“(t)) 2-‘; 
u/i”(t) = 0 
c 
2-r jTj (rln* 7)-l 
1 
as t+co for i= 1,2. 
r=* 
We notice that it is impossible to have an asymptotic estimate w:“(t) = 
0(2-’ C,“=, 7-') (i.e., w!“(t) = O(wi Cy 4*(r) w;‘)) as t + co according to 
the expressions of the xi”(t) and xi”(t) above. 
In differential equations there exist results similar to the above whose 
proofs possess the same simplicity. We state only two of them: namely the 
analogues of Corollaries i and ii. 
To state the results, we modify the spaces M(o) and d@) as follows: We 
say a function 4(t), 0 < t < co, belongs to the class M’(w) if d(t) > 0, 
4 E C’[O, co), and there is an LU E [0, 00) such that lim,,, &t)/#(t) = --o. 
For a given set of real numbers pi >p2 > ... >p,, p = @i ,...,p,), and 
4 E M’(o), we say (4, w) belongs to the case A’@) if either w  = 0 or 
0 < o ( co and there are integers r and s such that o = p, - pS, 1 < r < 
s~n.Wesay((,o)doesnotbelongtod’@)ifO<cu<ooand((,#p,-p, 
for 1 < r ( s < n. This case will be indicated by “otherwise” in which case 
there will be no additional restrictions being imposed on 4. 
THEOREM I’. Suppose A, is an n x n constant matrix and there is an 
n x n constant matrix T such that T-IA, T= B = diag(i, ,..., A,,), with 
pj = Re lj satisfying p, > p2 > . . . > p, . Consider the system of dtflerential 
equations 
it= (A, tA(t))y> (A’) 
where A(t) is a continuous n x n matrix function for t > 0. Let p = @, ,..., p,) 
and suppose there are a function 4, and a real number o0 such that 
f~yyy%J with ]]A(t)]] Q (,Jt), t > 0. In addition, suppose 
o t e”O’ < co if (&, w,,) E A’@). Then there exist n linearly independent 
solutions of (A’), yck’(t), k = 1, 2 ,..., n, such that 
yck)(t) = e*fJ[Ck’ + t#“‘(t)], 
yAk’(t) = (Wlk’(Q..., v:k’(t>), 
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where the (2”’ are vectors satisfying A,,C”’ = &Cck’ and, as t -+ 00, 
q$(r> ewo7 dr), if (40,qJEA’@)? (17.1) 
= W&>>~ otherwise. (17.2) 
THEOREM II’. Let h, be the maximum degree of the elementary divisors 
of the constant n x n matrix A, and A,,..., ,l,, be the eigenvalues of A,,, 
Pj=Re~j,P=@I,-..rPn)r P~>PP~>*** > p,, . Consider system (A’) with A(t) 
as before. Suppose there is an w,, and function #,, E M’(q). In addition, 
suppose I” t*“‘*-“&(t) e”O’ dt < co if (&, q,) E A’@). Zf ye(t) # 0 is a 
solution of the system Jj = A,, y such that lim,,, t-l log ]I yO(t)lj = p0 for some 
pO, then system (A’) has a solution y(t) satisfying 
II y(t) - ydt)ll = O(eQo’w(t)> as t -+ 0~); 
y(t) = e-+ p z*‘~*-“&,(s) ewoT ds, if (40, %> Ed’(P), 
(18.1) 
= t2Ch* l’&(t), otherwise. (18.2) 
From the asymptotic estimates (17) and (18), if h, = 1, q, = 0, and 
j” tn ln4 t&,(t) dt < co, where a > 0 and /3 is a real number, we have 
11 y(t) - y,,(t)/1 = O(e“‘t-a ln4 t) as t -+ uo; if &,(t) = e-Oo’t”o In148 t, where 
0 ( or, < co, co0 # Re& - llj), 1 < i <j < n, a,, &, real numbers, then we 
have II y(t) - YdtIl = o@ (P-wo)‘tao lnDa t) as t--f co. In the same cases, the 
estimates given in [8] were O(eP’tPa) when /3> 0 or O(eprtPn+‘) when 
/I < 0, where 6 is an arbitrary positive number; O(eO’ta’), where a’ is an 
arbitrary negative number, respectively. Moreover, it can be seen clearly that 
the formula ]I y(t) - yO(t)ll = 0( 1) as t -+ 00 holds if ePk’W(t) = 0( 1) as t + 00, 
which replaces the conditions pk < 0, k = 1, 2,..., n in 18 1. 
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